1. REFEREED SCHOLARLY PUBLICATIONS

a) Articles in refereed journals

b) Chapters in edited books

2. OTHER (NON-REFERRED) SCHOLARLY PUBLICATIONS
   a) Book reviews

   b) Articles in non-refereed journals

   c) Articles in non-refereed conference proceedings

   d) Technical reports

3. CREATIVE OR PROFESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS
   a) Op-Eds
      "Don't Expect Too Much From War Crimes Court." Ottawa Citizen, 1 August 2002.

   b) Letters
      "Graham's Confusion." National Post, 8 August 2002.

   d) Scholarly exchanges
      "A Response to Weeks on Russian Textbooks," Johnson's Russia List, 3 April 2000.


**OTHER SCHOLARLY OR PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY**

1. **EDITORIAL RESPONSIBILITIES**
   1. Guest Editor (with Jez Littlewood), Special Issue of *Canadian Foreign Policy Journal* 17, no. 1 (2011), on the Regional Dimensions of the Afghanistan Conflict.

2. **PAPERS PRESENTED**
   10. "Simulating Peacebuilding in Afghanistan: Connecting Students Internationally to Explore Post-Conflict Peacebuilding" (with Carolyn Shaw). Presented (by Carolyn


17. "Sympathy for the Devil: Historical Beliefs, Mass Education and the Russian Response to the Kosovo War." Presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association (APSA), Atlanta, Georgia, 2 September 1999.

18. "Nationalism and History Textbooks in Post-Soviet Russia: The Case of the 'Great Patriotic War.'" Presented at the National Convention of the American Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies (AAASS), Seattle, Washington, 21 November 1997.


2. **Contract or Other Research**

   Contract research

   "Underlying Causes of Global Terrorism." Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT), Canada, Japan Division (June–December 2002).

3. **Scholarly Work in Progress/Under Review**


   2. "Judicial Intervention in Ongoing Wars." Ongoing research program: Articles/Book manuscript.